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BAROLO LORENS 2016

Dedicated to his father, Lorenzo, Walter Lodali's 2016 Barolo Lorens is a
perfumed and delicate wine with a pretty inner grace and balance. 

Its power and intensity grow steadily as the wine evolves and takes on
more air in the glass. The slow, fluid movement of this barolo is its most

beautiful trait, Otherwise, the aromas are classic ane linked to the
vintage. You get small-berry fruits with camphor ash, smoke, tar and

licorice. The tannins are integrated, and there's  a nice touch of
dustiness on long finish. What a deserving tribute to Dad. 

Exactly 5.049 examples of this edition were made.

Drink Date
2023 - 2040

Reviewed by
Monica Larner



The Lodali 2016 Barolo Bricco Ambrogio opens to dry and pliant aromas
of small berries, dusty earth and powdered licorice. The aromas are

executed in small doses and tiny steps, building in intensity as the wine
is given more time to open. I uncorked these samples the night before

and kept them at 55 degrees Fahrenheit to taste. The Barolo Bricco
Ambrogio is reticent, showing less of the flashy and fleshy fruit that you

get in some of its more extracted peers. The wine also appears more
accessible, and for that reason, I'm suggesting a near or medium- term

drinking window. A mere 5.637 bottles were made..
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BAROLO 
BRICCO AMBROGIO 2016

Drink Date
2023 - 2040

Reviewed by
Monica Larner



The Lodali 2017 Barbaresco Lorens pours forth from the bottle with a
pretty, dark crimson color and the wine does a nice job of capturing the

ambient light. This Barbaresco takes a soft and supple approach,
although you do taste a little extra tightness in terms of the tannins. A
hot and dry vintage results in smaller berry size, typically. Despite the
natural ripeness if the vintage, and the 15% alcohol content, the wine
breathes elegance. Like the Barolo Lorens from this same estate, the

wine is dedicated to its patriarch, Lorenzo. 
Precisely 4.967 bottles were made.
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BARBARESCO LORENS 2017

Drink Date
2022 - 2035

Reviewed by
Monica Larner



The Lodali 2017 Barbaresco Rocche dei 7 Fratelli shows simple and
classic lines, like an Italian automobile from the 1960s. I suppose the

wine's name might evoke the classic Luchino Visconti 1960 film "Rocco
e i suoi fratelli", or at least it does to my cinema-loving mind. The wine

is silky and polished in texture with a delicate showing of small-berry
fruit, raspberry, cola, tobacco and iron ore. The finish is bit dry and thin,

and that could be a consequence of this warm vintage. 
Production is 6.808 bottles.
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BARBARESCO 
ROCCHE DEI 7 FRATELLI 2017

Drink Date
2022 - 2035

Reviewed by
Monica Larner



Streamlined and slender (or as much as you can expect from
this darkly colored grape), the Lodali 2018 Barbera d'Alba

Lorens offers a refreshing and food-friendly personality.
Shedding that usual heaviness and extraction, this expression

puts the spotlight on the fruit, in its simplicity and purity.
Plump cherry, dried raspberry and plum  are given equal
billing. Exactly 8.457 bottles were released in may 2020.
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BARBERA D'ALBA LORENS 2018

Drink Date
2020 - 2024

Reviewed by
Monica Larner


